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To all thom, it may concern. 
Be it known that I, HoWARD B. JoNES, a 

citizen of the United States, residing in 
Evanston, Cook County, Illinois, have in 
vented certain new and useful improve 
inents in Identifying Tags, of which the 
following is a specification, reference being 
had to the appended drawings, forming a 
part thereof. 
These improvements relate broadly to in 

formation-bearing cards adapted to be se 
cured to an article and which are commonly 
known as tags. They relate more particul 
larly to strips or cards of thin and flexible 
sheet material for identifying such relative 
ly long and slender articles as wire, insu 
lated electrical conductors, cord, Small cop 
per tubing, etc. 
The chief object of the invention is to 

provide an identifying tag for articles of 
the kind mentioned which is easily applied, 
which clearly displays the information 
thereon, which maintains itself automatical 
ly in position on the article identified, and 
which is cheap in manufacture. The tag is 
peculiarly advantageous in connection with 
electrical instruments, where, owing to the 
presence of a considerable number of wires 
in a small area, the use of a substantially 
small tag which lies lengthwise with the 
wire and is firmly secured to it and is there 
fore substantially unitary with the wire as 
distinguished from a pendant or dangling 
tag, is particularly desirable. One object 
of the improvement is to provide a series of 
such tags in a single card or unit divided 
for ready separability into as many indi 
vidual tags as the particular electrical in 
strument or system has wires to be identi 
fied, whereby the card or combined unit be 
comes a guide and check to the person in 
stalling the instrument, whereby he can see 
substantially at a glance that he has all of 
the tags desired, whereby the manufacture 
of the tags for a given kind of Work is sim 
plified and cheapened, including the avoid 
ance of the sorting, assembling and counting 
operations, and whereby the several tags are 
preserved against individual loss ore likely 
to occur with a substantially small hit than 
with a relatively large one. 

Still other objects and advantages will ap 
pear hereinafter. 
In the drawings Figure 1 is a face view of 

a piece of thin and flexible sheet material 
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embodying the improvements; Fig. 2 shows 
the bottom tag of Fig. 1 detached; Fig. 3 
shows the device of Fig. 2 with a conductor 
wire nor ally threaded through it to hold 
it. On the wire; and Fig. 4 shows the mem 
bers of Fig. 3 turned ninety degrees. 

I make my improved tags of such strong 
and flexible material as what is known in 
the market as sheet fiber, and, for electrical 
inst linent work, of a thickness about equal 
to that of three-ply Bristol board. There is 
10 highly critical requirement in respect to 
thickness or lateriai, and such material as 
Bristol board would serve, although the 
fiber has better-lasting qualities. Sheet, 
metal, such as brass or tinplate, would be 
Serviceable in some instances, as upon the 
end portions of coils of wire, and the infor 
nation data could be stamped thereon. 

Fig. 1 shows a plurality of individual 
tags 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 in a single 
card separated by Serrations 17, 18, 19, 20, 
21 and 22. The cardboard or fiber sections 
are readily broken apart by merely folding 
the card at the serrations. 

Each Section or tag 10 to 16 is provided 
with a pair of holes or perforations 23 and 
24 in One end portion of the relatively long 
and narrow strip, and with another hole or 
perforation 25 in the other end portion of 
the strip, leaving a clear space of materially 
large extent on the face of the tag between 
the holes 24 and 25, which space is designed 
to accommodate data for identifying the 
palticular wire or similar article. 
The tags illustrated contain the identify. 

ing data for the principal circuit wires of 
a radio receiving set, and each indicates a 
particular wire which the user desires to re 
fer to from time to time, as when making 
the original installation or after disconnect 
ing wires for various purposes. The infor 
mation shown by the words “black,” 
“brown,” “red,” etc. is in furtherance of a 
system of identification originated by me 
and at the present time being extensively 
used by various manufacturers of radio 
equipment, these various colors indicating 
the particular wires which are more specifi 
cally identified by other printed descriptive 
matter shown on the respective tags. The 
colo' scheme of identification calls for an 
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understanding of the scheme by the user and 
is helpful when understood and borne in 
mind at all times; but since the present tags 
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are likely to be used in the cellai of the resi 
dence or at some other place distant from 
the instrument, and frequently whe'e the 
light is poor, and where dust obliterates the 
colors materially, a more certain and easy 
method of identification is desired, and the 
present form of tag fulfills those l'equire 
ments. The use on the tags of the names of 
these various colors assists the user in in 
stalling the instrument, educates him as to 
the color scheme employed at the instru 
ment, and provides a check agains: the lis 
application of the tag to the wire or of the 
wire to a particular part of the equipment. 
Between the two holes 23 and 24 plo 

vide a darkened strip or area 27 and be 
tween the hole 25 and the end of each tag 
I provide a similar darkened strip or are: 
28. The holes 23, 24 and 25 being in align 
ment, and the dark strip-like areas 2 and 
28 also being in the direction of the align 
ment of the holes, these darkeiled areas indi 
2ate to the use low the wire shall be 
threaded through the holes, as illustrated in 
Figs. 3 and 4, and therefore constitute guides 
for threading or applying the tag to the 
Wre. 
By providing a pair of holes as 23 and 24 

in one end portion of the tag, with a single 
hole (found to be sufficient) at the other 
end portion, the tag becomes firinly locked 
on the wire. The tag bends somewhat as 
does the wire, where the wire is of the flexi 
ble type, adjacent to the holes in the tag, 
as well shown in Fig. 4, while the main and 
more central portion of the tag lies Sub 
stantially flat and exposes the desired identi 
fying data in a very satisfactory Way. 
The tags as used by the in l'adio work 

are two inches long and half an inch in 
width. As illustrated, they lie lengthwise 
with the wire and thei'efore occupy but little 
space, are free fi'oin the possibility of en 
tanglement or interfei'ence under all condi 
tions, and are especially cleai of each other 
when of i-Set fro; each other on adjacent 
wires where various of the wires come close 
togetheir at a single place where the tags are 
applied. 

In the drawings the perforatioris in the 
tag are shown as being of substantially the 
sanne diameter as the wire with which it is 
to be used, and in this connection the insula 
tion on the wire determines, of course, the 
diameter that these perforations should have. 
and in my practice the diameter of the per 
forations is only slightly greater than that 
of the insulation-covered wire. The fibre 
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like material employed by me is springy to 
a considerable extent and when the wire is 
threaded through the perforations this 
springiness causes the tag to grip the wire 
so that the tag is held on the wire quite 
strongly. This is a feature of importance 
since some times these wires are handled 
considerably and one wire may be pulled out 
of the mass for examination of the tag, and 
it is advantageous to have the tag remain in 
its desi'ed position throughout all such han 
dling. 
The card shown in Fig. 1 is an article of 

manufacture having commercial value as a 
init to be purchased by those desiring the 
benefit of the tags. In some instances it is 
made a part of the equipment going out to 
the purchaser with the instrument. 

| contemplate as being included in these 
inp'ovements such variations, modifications 
(}; cle: {ties from what is herein specific 
(ally illustrated and described as fall with 
in the scope of the appended claims. 

claim : 
1. An identifying tag for relatively long 

ind slender articles of the kind specified 
comprising a piece of relatively long and 
narrow, thin and flexible sheet material hav 
ing a plui'ality of perforations therein sub 
stantially aligned in the longitudinal direc 
tion of the tag through which the article 
to be identified may be threaded so as to lie 
to a substantially large extent along the 
'ear surface of the tag, there being a pair 
of stich perforations in one end portion of 
the tag and another such perforation near 
the other end polition thereof, the tag hav 
ing identifying data on its front surface. 

2. Ah identifying tag for relatively long 
and slender articles of the kind specified 
comprising a piece of relatively long and 
In a 1'1'(W, thin and flexible sheet interial hav 
ing a plurality of perforations therein sub 
stantially aligned in the longitudinal direc 
tion of the tag and through which the article 
to be identified may be threaded so as to 
lie to a substantially large extent along the 
real' surface of the tag, there being a pair 
of SRch perforations in one end portion of 
the tag and another such perforation near 
the other end poition thereof, the tag hav 
ing identifying data on its front surface, the 
tag having guide markings On the face sur 
face thereof between said pair of perfora 
tions and other guide markings extending 
froii said other perforation toward said 
other end of the tag. 
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